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Ray Brown Urban Design
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safe, green, vibrant neighborhood where people share a sense of community. His work 
has taken him to cities and towns from California to New York.



Introduction
As part of the ongoing Frayser 2020 initiative, Community LIFT, acting as agent 
for the Frayser Neighborhood Council, engaged Ray Brown Urban Design and 
Universal Commercial Real Estate LLC to provide planning, urban design, and real 
estate development services required to determine the optimum location, size, 
and land uses for a new town center for the Frayser neighborhood, to be known 
as The New Downtown Frayser.

Frayser comprises a collection of highly diverse sub-neighborhoods that together 
house almost 50,000 residents. In many ways, Frayser retains the size and 
characteristics of the small town it was until its annexation in 1958. Its residents 
are fiercely loyal to Frayser, and are determined to restore some of its former 
sense of unity and community, and to rebuild its economic base. Frayser 2020 
proposes strategies to refocus Frayser’s identity, and increase its desirability to 
new residents as a neighborhood that stresses education, safety, economic 
opportunities, and health. 

FNC envisioned a market driven, economically sustainable “downtown” that 
would, by addressing those issues, improve Frayser’s overall vitality, and serve as 
a focus of neighborhood community and civic life. The New Downtown Frayser 
would help unify the widely diverse sub-neighborhoods by offering a common 
gathering place for learning, community activities, and civic celebrations. 
Residents could connect with public transportation. They could obtain important 
services, and enjoy entertainment opportunities such as restaurants and cafes.

The New Downtown Frayser could:

▪ Attract new residents to Frayser

▪ Provide opportunities for entrepreneurship and employment

▪ Raise surrounding property values

▪ Exemplify a cleaner, greener, safer, more vibrant way of redeveloping Frayser’s 
commercial districts

High quality design and construction would raise Frayser’s public image and 
encourage investment and new businesses, and the jobs they bring. In short, the 
New Downtown Frayser would be a genuine, shared special “place” that would 
belong to all of Frayser.

Strategies

Focus on Placemaking

Across the nation, neighborhoods are rediscovering the idea of a lively, central 
public square or gathering place as an effective means of fostering social 
interaction and a sense of neighborliness. It is a way to bring people together in 
shared activities, where people of different ages and backgrounds can interact 
and get to know each other. Public squares can catalyze private investment and 
small scale entrepreneurship. They nurture and define community identity, and 
can represent the shared values of the neighborhood’s residents. They are 
common ground that can build a sense of civic pride and ownership. Successful 
squares attract people and the businesses that follow. 

A strong Sense of Place is key to a successful neighborhood. It distinguishes that 
place from any other, by building on its history, culture, geography, or prevailing 
distinctive architectural design. Together those qualities link to a neighborhoods 
unique character. 

The concept of “Placemaking” is “turning a place from one you can’t wait to get 
through into one you never want to leave.”

Rebuild Frayser Around a Vibrant Center

Historically, gathering places such as courthouse squares, cathedral piazzas, or 
market bazaars formed the nucleus of entire towns, with smaller parks or plazas 
acted as the heart of each surrounding neighborhood. 

Today, vibrant centers are even more important to sustaining healthy 
neighborhoods. When established and connected, they set the overall pattern of 
the city. Centers should have distinct personalities that focus on uses such as 
employment, shopping, entertainment, or a combination of uses. A good center 
has distinct boundaries, and a cohesive, coherent character. It exudes a strong 
Sense of Place.

Elements of vibrant neighborhood centers include:

▪ A place for Social Interaction—an open space such as a green, square, or 
plaza

▪ A place for Decision Making—a “mini city hall” or a community center

▪ A place to receive Essential Services—a clinic or medical office building, a 
collection of small shops serving daily needs, a place to obtain emergency 
assistance

▪ A place of Learning—a school, library, or arts learning center

▪ A place of Exchange—a marketplace or collection of shops that followed their 
customers to surround and help define the center gathering place. The Public 
Square sometimes also functions as such a marketplace.

The New Downtown Frayser concept incorporates elements that serve these 
important civic purposes.

Connect the Neighborhood with Complete Streets

Complete streets are places in and of themselves. They accommodate space for 
walking, shopping, eating, and meeting. They include room to park, bike, drive, 
or take transit. They are corridors that connect centers to each other and to the 
larger city of which they are a part. They are tree-lined and often contain 
ornamental plants, convenient sitting areas, inviting bus shelters, and pedestrian-
scaled lighting fixtures. They are designed and built to prioritize and serve the 
comfort, convenience, and safety of pedestrians.

Complete streets include the thoughtful and well-considered placement of utilities 
and accessories. Trafficways and sidewalks are kept clean, tidy, properly repaired 
and well-maintained. They are well-lighted, and sized to calm traffic, creating a 
safe environment for pedestrians, and cyclists. Strategically investing in the public 
realm, such as complete streets, is critical both to long-term quality of life, and to 
successful, sustainable economic development. Frayser Boulevard, considered by 
residents to be Frayser’s “Main Street,” has every potential to become a complete 
street.

Emphasize Quality Design and Construction

Good urban design makes creative, intelligent, judicious use of high quality, easily 
maintained, durable materials to create environments that promote and facilitate 
social interaction. Good urban design responds to the real patterns of the way 
people use civic space. It only sparingly uses big design statements to emphasize 
buildings and uses of civic importance. In well-designed civic spaces, including 
streets and sidewalks, people are more important than cars. 

Invest in Ways that Create Measurable Long-Term Value

Capital Improvement spending must be about adding real, measurable value to 
neighborhoods and the properties they contain. Interventions should maximize the 
public’s return on the investment by creating higher property values, 
neighborhood stability, greater desirability, and increased tax revenue.

Phased, incremental redevelopment trumps single use, giant projects intended to 
be transformational. There are no single “silver bullet” projects, but incremental 
development can more effectively transform a neighborhood by gradually and 
seamlessly rebuilding its unique fabric and character. The New Downtown Frayser 
can be strategically and incrementally developed in a sensible, economically 
sustainable response to changing needs and market forces.

Process
The consultants conducted an open, transparent, community-driven process 
consisting of several public visioning and review sessions. To begin, we explained 
the concept of Placemaking in order to help focus and stimulate community 
discussion and feedback. Working with a Planning Committee of Frayser residents 
designated by FNC, we then determined the community’s own priorities and goals 
for The New Downtown Frayser. 

During a walking tour of the areas most likely to be considered the Heart of 
Frayser, that group considered several existing shopping centers and vacant 
properties with the potential to serve as the armature for a Downtown that 
conformed to the community’s own criteria. The Planning Committee unanimously 
settled on the intersection of Overton Crossing and Frayser Boulevard as the 
Heart of Frayser, and the preferred location for The New Downtown.

Subsequently, the consultants prepared design concept that illustrated the scope 
of the Planning Committee’s criteria and recommendations. We then explored the 
initial economic feasibility of the location. As a result of those findings, we 
prepared two additional alternative concept options for consideration by the 
Planning Committee.t

Frayser Neighborhood Boundaries and Center

Frayser Location



Strategies

Focus on Placemaking

Across the nation, neighborhoods are rediscovering the idea of a lively, 
central public square or gathering place as an effective means of fostering 
social interaction and a sense of neighborliness. It is a way to bring people 
together in shared activities, where people of different ages and backgrounds 
can interact and get to know each other. Public squares can catalyze 
private investment and small scale entrepreneurship. They nurture and define 
community identity, and can represent the shared values of the 
neighborhood’s residents. They are common ground that can build a sense of 
civic pride and ownership. Successful squares attract people and the 
businesses that follow. 

A strong Sense of Place is key to a successful neighborhood. It distinguishes 
that place from any other, by building on its history, culture, geography, or 
prevailing distinctive architectural design. Together those qualities link to a 
neighborhoods unique character. 

The concept of “Placemaking” is “turning a place from one you can’t wait to 
get through into one you never want to leave.”

Rebuild Frayser Around a Vibrant Center

Historically, gathering places such as courthouse squares, cathedral piazzas, 
or market bazaars formed the nucleus of entire towns, with smaller parks or 
plazas acting as the heart of each surrounding neighborhood. 

Today, vibrant centers are even more important to sustaining healthy 
neighborhoods. When established and connected, they set the overall 
pattern of the city. Centers should have distinct personalities that focus on 
uses such as employment, shopping, entertainment, or a combination of 
uses. A good center has distinct boundaries, and a cohesive, coherent 
character. It exudes a strong Sense of Place.

Elements of vibrant neighborhood centers include:

▪ A place for Social Interaction—an open space such as a green, square, 
or plaza

▪ A place for Decision Making—a “mini city hall” or a community center

▪ A place to receive Essential Services—a clinic or medical office building, 
a collection of small shops serving daily needs, a place to obtain 
emergency assistance

▪ A place of Learning—a school, library, or arts learning center

▪ A place of Exchange—a marketplace or collection of shops that followed 
their customers to surround and help define the center gathering place. 
The Public Square sometimes also functions as such a marketplace.

The New Downtown Frayser concept incorporates elements that serve these 
important civic purposes.

Connect the Neighborhood with Complete Streets

Complete streets are places in and of themselves. They accommodate space 
for walking, shopping, eating, and meeting. They include room to park, bike, 
drive, or take transit. They are corridors that connect centers to each other 
and to the larger city of which they are a part. They are tree-lined and often 
contain ornamental plants, convenient sitting areas, inviting bus shelters, and 
pedestrian-scaled lighting fixtures. They are designed and built to prioritize 
and serve the comfort, convenience, and safety of pedestrians.

Complete streets include the thoughtful and well-considered placement of 
utilities and accessories. Trafficways and sidewalks are kept clean, tidy, 
properly repaired and well-maintained. They are well-lighted, and sized to 
calm traffic, creating a safe environment for pedestrians, and cyclists. 
Strategically investing in the public realm, such as complete streets, is 
critical both to long-term quality of life, and to successful, sustainable 
economic development. Frayser Boulevard, considered by residents to be 
Frayser’s “Main Street,” has every potential to become a complete street.

Emphasize Quality Design and Construction

Good urban design makes creative, intelligent, judicious use of high quality, 
easily maintained, durable materials to create environments that promote and 
facilitate social interaction. Good urban design responds to the real patterns 
of the way people use civic space. It only sparingly uses big design 
statements to emphasize buildings and uses of civic importance. In well-
designed civic spaces, including streets and sidewalks, people are more 
important than cars. 

Invest in Ways that Create Measurable Long-Term Value

Capital Improvement spending must be about adding real, measurable value 
to neighborhoods and the properties they contain. Interventions should 
maximize the public’s return on the investment by creating higher property 
values, neighborhood stability, greater desirability, and increased tax revenue.

Phased, incremental redevelopment trumps single use, giant projects 
intended to be transformational. There are no single “silver bullet” projects, 
but incremental development can more effectively transform a neighborhood 
by gradually and seamlessly rebuilding its unique fabric and character. The 
New Downtown Frayser can be strategically and incrementally developed in a 
sensible, economically sustainable response to changing needs and market 
forces.

Process
The consultants conducted an open, transparent, community-driven process 
consisting of several public visioning and review sessions. To begin, we 
explained the concept of Placemaking in order to help focus and stimulate 
community discussion and feedback. Working with a Planning Committee of 
Frayser residents designated by FNC, we then determined the community’s 
own priorities and goals for The New Downtown Frayser. 

During a walking tour of the areas most likely to be considered the Heart of 
Frayser, that group considered several existing shopping centers and vacant 
properties with the potential to serve as the armature for a Downtown that 
conformed to the community’s own criteria. The Planning Committee 
unanimously settled on the intersection of Overton Crossing and Frayser 
Boulevard as the Heart of Frayser, and the preferred location for The New 
Downtown.

Subsequently, the consultants prepared design concept that illustrated the 
scope of the Planning Committee’s criteria and recommendations. We then 
explored the initial economic feasibility of the location. As a result of those 
findings, we prepared two additional alternative concept options for 
consideration by the Planning Committee.t

Elements of vibrant neighborhood centers include:

▪ A place for Social Interaction—an open space such as a green, square, 
or plaza

▪ A place for Decision Making—a “mini city hall” or a community center

▪ A place to receive Essential Services—a clinic or medical office building, 
a collection of small shops serving daily needs, a place to obtain 
emergency assistance

▪ A place of Learning—a school, library, or arts learning center

▪ A place of Exchange—a marketplace or collection of shops that followed 
their customers to surround and help define the center gathering place. 
The Public Square sometimes also functions as such a marketplace.

The New Downtown Frayser concept incorporates elements that serve these 
important civic purposes.

Connect the Neighborhood with Complete Streets

Complete streets are places in and of themselves. They accommodate space 
for walking, shopping, eating, and meeting. They include room to park, bike, 
drive, or take transit. They are corridors that connect centers to each other 
and to the larger city of which they are a part. They are tree-lined and often 
contain ornamental plants, convenient sitting areas, inviting bus shelters, and 
pedestrian-scaled lighting fixtures. They are designed and built to prioritize 
and serve the comfort, convenience, and safety of pedestrians.

Complete streets include the thoughtful and well-considered placement of 
utilities and accessories. Trafficways and sidewalks are kept clean, tidy, 
properly repaired and well-maintained. They are well-illumiated and sized to 
calm traffic, creating a safe environment for pedestrians, and cyclists. 
Strategically investing in the public realm, such as complete streets, is 
critical both to long-term quality of life, and to successful, sustainable 
economic development. Frayser Boulevard, considered by residents to be 
Frayser’s “Main Street,” has every potential to become a complete street.

Emphasize Quality Design and Construction

Good urban design makes creative, intelligent, judicious use of high quality, 
easily maintained, durable materials to create environments that promote and 
facilitate social interaction. Good urban design responds to the real patterns 
of the way people use civic space. It only sparingly uses big design 
statements to emphasize buildings and uses of civic importance. In well-
designed civic spaces, including streets and sidewalks, people are more 
important than cars. 

Invest in Ways that Create Measurable Long-Term Value

Capital Improvement spending must be about adding real, measurable value 
to neighborhoods and the properties they contain. Interventions should 
maximize the public’s return on the investment by creating higher property 
values, neighborhood stability, greater desirability, and increased tax revenue.

Phased, incremental redevelopment trumps single use, giant projects 
intended to be transformational. There are no single “silver bullet” projects, 
but incremental development can more effectively transform a neighborhood 
by gradually and seamlessly rebuilding its unique fabric and character. The 
New Downtown Frayser can be strategically and incrementally developed in a 
sensible, economically sustainable response to changing needs and market 
forces.

Process
The consultants conducted an open, transparent, community-driven process 
consisting of several public visioning and review sessions. To begin, we 
explained the concept of Placemaking in order to help focus and stimulate 
community discussion and feedback. Working with a Planning Committee of 
Frayser residents designated by FNC, we then determined the community’s 
own priorities and goals for The New Downtown Frayser. 

During a walking tour of the areas most likely to be considered the Heart of 
Frayser, that group considered several existing shopping centers and vacant 
properties with the potential to serve as the armature for a Downtown that 
conformed to the community’s own criteria. The Planning Committee 
unanimously settled on the intersection of Overton Crossing and Frayser 
Boulevard as the Heart of Frayser, and the preferred location for The New 
Downtown.

Subsequently, the consultants prepared design concept that illustrated the 
scope of the Planning Committee’s criteria and recommendations. We then 
explored the initial economic feasibility of the location. As a result of those 
findings, we prepared two additional alternative concept options for 
consideration by the Planning Committee.t



Emphasize Quality Design and Construction

Good urban design makes creative, intelligent, judicious use of high quality, 
easily maintained, durable materials to create environments that promote and 
facilitate social interaction. Good urban design responds to the real patterns 
of the way people use civic space. It only sparingly uses big design 
statements to emphasize buildings and uses of civic importance. In well-
designed civic spaces, including streets and sidewalks, people are more 
important than cars. 

Invest in Ways that Create Measurable Long-Term Value

Capital Improvement spending must be about adding real, measurable value 
to neighborhoods and the properties they contain. Interventions should 
maximize the public’s return on the investment by creating higher property 
values, neighborhood stability, greater desirability, and increased tax revenue.

Phased, incremental redevelopment trumps single use, giant projects 
intended to be transformational. There are no single “silver bullet” projects, 
but incremental development can more effectively transform a neighborhood 
by gradually and seamlessly rebuilding its unique fabric and character. The 
New Downtown Frayser can be strategically and incrementally developed in a 
sensible, economically sustainable response to changing needs and market 
forces.

Process
The consultants conducted an open, transparent, community-driven process 
consisting of several public visioning and review sessions. To begin, we 
explained the concept of Placemaking in order to help focus and stimulate 
community discussion and feedback. Working with a Planning Committee of 
Frayser residents designated by FNC, we then determined the community’s 
own priorities and goals for The New Downtown Frayser. 

During a walking tour of the areas most likely to be considered the Heart of 
Frayser, that group considered several existing shopping centers and vacant 
properties with the potential to serve as the armature for a Downtown that 
conformed to the community’s own criteria. The Planning Committee 
unanimously settled on the intersection of Overton Crossing and Frayser 
Boulevard as the Heart of Frayser, and the preferred location for The New 
Downtown.

Subsequently, the consultants prepared design concepts that illustrated the 
scope of the Planning Committee’s criteria and recommendations. We then 
explored the initial economic feasibility of the location. As a result of those 
findings, we prepared two additional alternative concept options for 
consideration by the Planning Committee. Greenprint Committee Site Tour



Summary of Recommendations
Explore the feasibility of creating mixed residential and commercial/retail 
revenue-producing uses along the south side of Frayser Boulevard that could 
provide potential revenues to be captured through a Tax Increment Financing 
district or similar mechanism. 

Construct a Transit Hub and a neighborhood circulator system to connect 
destinations within Frayser to the larger MATA system.

Create a Town Square as a focal point for community celebrations and 
activities and a symbol of Frayser’s renaissance.

Reconfigure Frayser Boulevard with curbside parking, bicycle lanes, a center 
service/turn lane, and new streetscaping to enhance walkability, calm traffic, 
and improve Frayser’s image and identity.

Erect a new Frayser Library to be Frayser’s signature landmark building and 
community activity center.

Complete the initial concept with a new Arts Center to provide opportunities 
for both children and adults to express their creativity, a new police precinct 
building to help reinforce the perception of safety, a Town Hall containing 
services and governmental offices for routine city business, and a Medical 
Center housing an urgent care clinic and medical offices.

Implementation
Financial and development experts emphasize that the first implementation 
priority must be to gain control of the proposed site, either by outright 
purchase, or by long-term lease from the owner in return for a guaranteed 
lease payment or an equity share in the development itself. 

Even though Frayser may have already reached saturation of the local retail 
market, building new, better designed, more sustainable space may entice 
existing retailers to relocate in the new center. Furthermore, given the 
paucity of medical professional offices in Frayser, new development could 
emphasize the new Downtown Frayser as a center of medical care. 
Therefore, we suggest creating an Urban Magnet that emphasizes medical 
care and education as a central unifying theme.

Extend the streetscape improvements along the length of Frayser Boulevard 
from Watkins to Mountain Terrace to create a gateway entrance for Frayser.

Establish a Business Improvement District to oversee ongoing maintenance, 
promotion, and programming.

Traditional Neighborhood Mixed Use Buildings

Streetscape Improvements



Preferred Development Concept
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Additional Recommendations
Main Street Frayser

The Development Concept recommended in this report represents the heart 

of a larger redevelopment intended both to rebuild and re-brand Frayser 

Boulevard as Frayser's Main Street.

A long term program of acquiring vacant or blighted properties and holding 

them for redevelopment can couple with incentives for existing businesses to 

improve their facilities or relocate to newer, more sustainable, and more 

advantageously located places. 

In appropriate locations along Frayser Boulevard, constructing new and 

rehabilitating existing residential uses can increase the number of potential 

customers for shops and stores on Main Street Frayser.

Alternative Concepts

In the event that the existing shopping center could not be obtained, the 

FNC Greenprint Committee examined two additional, more limited 

development concepts. 

The first, shown on the following pages as Alternative 1, relies on the 

owner’s willingness to lease a portion of the shopping center parking lot for 

development into a smaller version of the town square and surrounding 

buildings. 

The second, shown as Alternative 2, limits development to the south side of 

Frayser Boulevard where property owners might be amenable either to 

participating in the redevelopment, or parting with their properties at 

reasonable prices. 

After examining the alternatives, the financial and development experts called 

upon by the Greenprint Committee recommended pursuing the Preferred 

Concept, viewing neither alternative as having sufficient critical mass to 

Expanded Business District—
Frayser Blvd Links Existing Nodes
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Alternative Concept 2
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VACANT LAND SITES

• 14 Parcels/Transactions

• Average Price- $171,268.35

• Average Price/SF- $0.43 | $18,730.80/acre

• High- $450,000   Low- $16,725































SERVICE/RETAIL SITES

• 20 Properties/Transactions

• Average Price- $425,522.64

• Average Price/SF- $67.17

• High- $3,899,885   Low- $25,000









































INDUSTRIAL SITES

• 5 Properties/Transactions

• Average Price- $104,500

• Average Price/SF- $20.46

• High- $205,000   Low- $23,000













MULTIFAMILY SITES

• 4 Properties/Transactions

• Average Price- $533,250

• Average Price/SF- $20.68

• High- $1,200,000   Low- $48,000













Prepared for Community LIFT

(901) 414-3315 Ext: 1
darrell@universalcommercial.com
License: 278933

Properties for Lease

Presented by Darrell Cobbins
Universal Commercial Real Estate, LLC

Space Available 2,350 - 13,500 SF

Rental Rate Negotiable

Spaces 5

Gross Leasable Area 102,749 SF

Property Sub-type Neighborhood Center

Status Active

Property Notes

1 2142-3224 Frayser Blvd, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

2130
Frayser
Blvd

13,500 SF 13,500 SF 13,500 SF NNN

2158
Frayser
Blvd

2,350 SF 2,350 SF 2,350 SF NNN

2184
Frayser
Blvd

8,374 SF 8,374 SF 14,774 SF NNN

2188
Frayser
Blvd

6,400 SF 6,400 SF 14,774 SF NNN

2148
Frayser
Blvd

6,120 SF 6,120 SF 6,120 SF NNN Now

Property Description

Featuring numerous Class-A Co-tenants, this center serves a dense residential area. Co-Tenants include H&R Block, Little Caesars, Family Dollar, Radio Shack,
Rent-A-Center, Cash America, etc. Reign, a high-traffic, up-scale performance venue and restaurant, just opened in June 2014. A good opportunity for Brand-
expansion.



Space Available 4,779 SF

Rental Rate Negotiable

Spaces 1

Gross Leasable Area 141,611 SF

Property Sub-type Community Center

Status Active

Property Notes

2 2562-2640 Frayser Boulevard, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

2582 4,779 SF 4,779 SF NNN Now Former Ashley
Stewart. Only
available space in
this center. Wide
strip on pylon
available.

Property Description

The busiest shopping center in North Memphis, near the new Nike facility. Co-tenants include Kroger, Family Dollar, Rent-A-Center, City G.E.A.R., Bestway RTO,
Rainbow, Subway, etc.

Space Available 2,500 SF

Rental Rate $6.72 /SF/Yr

Spaces 1

Gross Leasable Area 1,400 SF

Property Sub-type Strip Center

Status Active

Property Notes

3 3171 N. Watkins, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

Space 1 2,500 SF $6.72 /SF/Yr Modified Gross Now

Property Description

Retail space available - versatile possibilities!

Space Available 3,500 SF

Rental Rate $5.14 /SF/Yr

Spaces 1

Gross Leasable Area 3,500 SF

Property Sub-type Strip Center

Status Active

Property Notes

4 3191 N. Watkins, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

Space 1 3,500 SF $5.14 /SF/Yr Modified Gross Now

Property Description

Retail space available



Map

Space Available 600 - 17,065 SF

Rental Rate $8 /SF/Yr

Spaces 9

Gross Leasable Area 292,122 SF

Property Sub-type Regional Center/Mall

Status Active

Property Notes

5 3142-3234 Thomas St, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

3154 3,575 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3160 17,065 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3170 1,040 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3182 755 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3186 13,205 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3204 10,434 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3208 1,867 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3134A 4,319 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

3206A 600 SF $8 /SF/Yr Now

Property Description

.

Space Available 3,200 SF

Rental Rate $5 /SF/Yr

Spaces 1

Gross Leasable Area 35,000 SF

Property Sub-type Neighborhood Center

Status Active

Property Notes

6 3666 N. Watkins, Memphis, TN 38127

Spaces

# Total Space Avail. Rental Rate Min Divisible Max Contiguous Lease Type Date Avail. Description Sublease  

GH3670 3,200 SF $5 /SF/Yr Now

Property Description

Former Piggly Wiggly Grocery Store. Current tenants Family Dollar, USA Cash,



1 2142-3224 Frayser Blvd
Memphis, TN 38127

2 2562-2640 Frayser Boulevard
Memphis, TN 38127

3 3171 N. Watkins
Memphis, TN 38127

4 3191 N. Watkins
Memphis, TN 38127

5 3142-3234 Thomas St
Memphis, TN 38127

6 3666 N. Watkins
Memphis, TN 38127
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Prepared for Community LIFT

(901) 414-3315 Ext: 1
darrell@universalcommercial.com
License: 278933

Properties for Sale

Presented by Darrell Cobbins
Universal Commercial Real Estate, LLC

Price Price Not Disclosed

Building Size 920 SF

Property Sub-type Service/Gas Station

Status Active

Property Notes

1 3727 N. Watkins St., Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

BP branded gas station + c-store available for lease. High trafficked area on Watkins St. Lease business for $3,500/MO.920 SF C-Store with 5 cooler doors, 6
gasoline MPDs and 12 fueling stations, single canopy 3,072 SF, Three 10,000 gallons gasoline USTs

Price $1,200,000

Building Size 79,680 SF

No. Units 96

Property Sub-type Garden/Low-Rise

Status Active

Property Notes

2 1520 Whitney Avenue, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

Opportunity to acquire a two-story value-add multifamily complex located in Memphis, TN. This value-add property will require a savvy investor. The property is
situated on one parcel of 6.83 acres. The parcel contains ten apartment buildings. A complete renovation will be needed on the property where tenants
previously enjoyed amenities such as a swimming pool, laundry facility, and playground for children. Units featured refrigerator, electric range, dishwasher,
disposal, central heat and air, and carpet. The subject multifamily property contains approximately 72,480 sf. The structure was originally constructed in 1968.
The property has a total of 96 multifamily units which consist of 16 one-bedroom, one bath 630 sf units, 12 two-bedroom, one bath 780 sf units, and 68 two
bedroom, 1.5 bath 780 sf units. The building currently has 42 down units that need significant renovation.

Price Price Not Disclosed

Building Size 5,000 SF

Property Sub-type Free Standing Bldg

Status Active

Property Notes

3 693 Whitney Avenue, Memphis, TN 38128

Property Description

PROPERTY DID NOT SELL AT AUCTION. OWNER SET LOW, BOTTOM LINE PRICE OF $38,500. 5,000 SF building plus two additional lots fenced. total of .60
acres. building needs some work, new wiring,condensers but roof is good!POTENTIAL USES- (CMU-1 Zoning)SCHOOLDAYCARE
FACILITYCHURCHOFFICERETAILANIMAL HEALTHBARBER SHOP OR SALONCATERING BUSINESSAUTO RELATED BUSINESSMICROBREWERY!



Price $750,000

Building Size 59,944 SF

No. Units 62

Property Sub-type Garden/Low-Rise

Status Active

Property Notes

4 3431 Trezevant, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

62 unit value add opportunity! Property being sold as is and Owner is offering short term financing with 50% down. Property has 25 units occupied and about
30 units in need of some light upgrades and repairs. Parking lot need to be repaved.

Price $720,000

Building Size 95,773 SF

No. Units 72

Property Sub-type Garden/Low-Rise

Status Active

Property Notes

5 2502 ST. Elmo, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

72 unit Apartment Complex. Ready for new Owner. Seller motivated to sale now!!!! Looking for the first all cash offer of $720,000

Price $637,500

Building Size 24,510 SF

No. Units 30

Cap Rate 12.20%

Property Sub-type Garden/Low-Rise

Status Active

Property Notes

6 2922-2981 Elbert, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

MAJOR PRICE REDUCTION !! This 15 duplex portfolio is available in the Frayser area. The units are all2 bedroom 1 bath with central heating and air and laundry
connections.The scheduled monthly rents are $12,750 per month or an average of $425 per unit. Tenants pay all utilities.

Price $727,233

Lot Size 4.77 AC

Property Sub-type Commercial/Other (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

7 Overton Crossing St, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

1 $727,233 4.77 AC $152,459.75 /AC 1st property off of I40/I240 North at the entrance to Frayser community

Property Description

***PRICE REDUCTION***NOW $3.50/sf! WAS $4.50/sf! OWNER IS HIGHLY MOTIVATEDAn additional 12-15 acres can be obtained. Great location for a service
station, auto repair or hotel/reatail development.Over 80,0000 vehicles per day.



Price $550,000

Lot Size 9.40 AC

Property Sub-type Retail (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

8 5550 Highway 51, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

$550,000 9.40 AC $58,510.64 /AC

Property Description

This 9.4 acres has over 800 feet of frontage on Highway 51 N. and over 150 feet of frontage on Fite Road in Millington Tn.Ideal location for a Truck Stop,
convience store, discount retail etc. Traffice count ........

Price $599,000

Building Size 3,502 SF

Property Sub-type Special Purpose (Other)

Status Active

Property Notes

9 943 Whitney, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

Full service bank.

Price $100,000

Lot Size 10.50 AC

Property Sub-type Commercial/Other (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

10 2571 Hollywood, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

1 $100,000 10.50 AC $9,523.81 /AC Concrete remains from previous building.

Property Description

10.5 acres of land at the intersection of Hollywood and I-40. Previous building on site so concrete is present. Ideal for semi/truck parking.



Price $254,610.01

Lot Size 28.29 AC

Property Sub-type Retail (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

11 2705 Southmeade Ave, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

$254,610.01 28.29 AC $9,000 /AC Would devide but at elevated pricing for smaller parcels.

Property Description

A great opportunity for further commercial development of the intersection of Frayser Blvd and Range Line Rd. Located adjacent to two commercial
developments, the most recent transaction exceeding $13,000,000.

Price Price Not Disclosed

Building Size 3,712 SF

Property Sub-type Free Standing Bldg

Status Active

Property Notes

12 2627 James Rd, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

3,712 SF freestanding car wash for sale. A well established income producing car wash at the busy corner of James Road & Hollywood Street with a traffic
signal. Built in 2005, this car wash has 6 self serve bays, 2 automatic tunnels (soft touch & touchless), 6 power vacs, air, change & vending machines

Price $1,240,000

Building Size 61,200 SF

No. Units 72

Property Sub-type Garden/Low-Rise

Status Active

Property Notes

13 3401 Range Line Rd, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

This property has 72 units, 2br 1.5ba, and rents for $400-475/month. 55 of the 72 units are rent ready. About 73% occupancy. Please do not disturb tenants
Drive-by and make an offer contingent upon an interior inspection once offer is agreed. Value add opportunity. Contractor's bid of $27,000 total for minor
renovations needed to bring remaining units to rentable conditions for potential $6800 / month of rental income. Has Assumable loan at 6%.

Price $250,000

Building Size 6,000 SF

Property Sub-type Special Purpose (Other)

Status Active

Property Notes

14 3987 Thomas, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

This almost 4 acre lot features a 100 plus parking area ,seats 500 to 600 .All furnishings ,includes kitchen equipment, tables, chairs ,bars & bar stools , Lounge
furniture and couches & more contact me for details. Listed



Price $395,000

Building Size 7,000 SF

Property Sub-type Free Standing Bldg

Status Active

Property Notes

15 3188 N Watkins rd, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

Former Advanced Auto building with 7000 sqf on an acre + lot, located on a major busy street

Price $1,650,000

Building Size 5,000 SF

Property Sub-type Service/Gas Station

Status Active

Property Notes

16 2711 Range Line Rd, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

Future Q Mart Gasoline/Convenience Store to be built at the intersection of Range Line Rd and James Rd in Memphis, TN. Great Business Opportunity for
serious minded Investor.Median household income ($) : $66,875EXTREMELY High Population Density Visible Corner at Signalized Intersection

Price $149,000

Building Size 3,241 SF

Property Sub-type Street Retail

Status Active

Property Notes

17 2985 Thomas Street, Memphis, TN 38127

Property Description

Two Retail Buildings: 2895 Thomas Street empty Restaurant formally Frayser Maid Restaurant & 2989 Thomas Street Owner Occupied Frayser Bait Shop of
1,326 sf & 1,915 sf respectively on total .459 acre Lot (104' X 201').*NOTE: Owner is in 10th hour of finalizing a new 40 year Cell Tower Lease on rear SW
corner of Lot at $500 per month!!!!!!commercial real estate memphis

Price $150,000

Lot Size 4.73 AC

Property Sub-type Industrial (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

18 1010 Stage, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

$150,000 4.73 AC $31,712.47 /AC

Property Description

4.73 acresZoned Light IndustrialExcellent industrial lotDistress saleIdeal for multiple industrial uses



Map

Price $200,000

Lot Size 48 AC

Property Sub-type Commercial/Other (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

19 0 Klinke, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

$200,000 48 AC $4,166.67 /AC

Property Description

48 acres along new proposed I-69.

No Photo Provided

Price $64,850

Lot Size 27.97 AC

Property Sub-type Residential (land)

Status Active

Property Notes

20 North Circle Road, Memphis, TN 38127

Lots

# Price Size Price/Size Description  

$64,850 27.97 AC $2,318.56 /AC

Property Description

27.97 acres Raw Land including Frog CreekZoned RS-6 (Single Family Residential District)Northaven in North West Shelby County............just North of
Loosahatchie Rivercommercial real estate memphis



1 3727 N. Watkins St.
Memphis, TN 38127

2 1520 Whitney Avenue
Memphis, TN 38127

3 693 Whitney Avenue
Memphis, TN 38128

4 3431 Trezevant
Memphis, TN 38127

5 2502 ST. Elmo
Memphis, TN 38127

6 2922-2981 Elbert
Memphis, TN 38127

7 Overton Crossing St
Memphis, TN 38127

8 5550 Highway 51
Memphis, TN 38127

9 943 Whitney
Memphis, TN 38127

10 2571 Hollywood
Memphis, TN 38127

11 2705 Southmeade Ave
Memphis, TN 38127

12 2627 James Rd
Memphis, TN 38127

13 3401 Range Line Rd
Memphis, TN 38127

14 3987 Thomas
Memphis, TN 38127

15 3188 N Watkins rd
Memphis, TN 38127

16 2711 Range Line Rd
Memphis, TN 38127

17 2985 Thomas Street
Memphis, TN 38127

18 1010 Stage
Memphis, TN 38127

19 0 Klinke
Memphis, TN 38127

20 North Circle Road
Memphis, TN 38127
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